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IS THE STANDARD MODEL SAVED ASYMPTOTICALLYBY CONFORMAL SYMMETRY?A. Gorsky a;b*, A. Mironov a;;d;e**, A. Morozov a;d;e***, T. N. Tomaras f ****aInstitute for Information Transmission Problems127994, Mosow, RussiabMosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiaLebedev Physis Institute119991, Mosow, RussiadInstitute for Theoretial and Experimental Physis117218, Mosow, RussiaeMosow Physial Engineering Institute115409, Mosow, RussiafDepartment of Physis and Institute of Theoretial and Computational Physis, University of Crete71003, Heraklion, GreeeReeived Otober 31, 2014It is pointed out that the top-quark and Higgs masses and the Higgs VEV with great auray satisfy the rela-tions 4m2H = 2m2T = v2, whih are very speial and reminisent of analogous ones at Argyres�Douglas pointswith enhaned onformal symmetry. Furthermore, the RG evolution of the orresponding Higgs self-interationand Yukawa ouplings �(0) = 1=8 and y(0) = 1 leads to the free-�eld stable point �(MPl) = _�(MPl) = 0 inthe pure salar setor at the Plank sale, also suggesting enhaned onformal symmetry. Thus, it is oneivablethat the Standard Model is the low-energy limit of a distint speial theory with (super?) onformal symmetryat the Plank sale. In the ontext of suh a �senario�, one may further speulate that the Higgs partile isthe Goldstone boson of (partly) spontaneously broken onformal symmetry. This would simultaneously resolvethe hierarhy and Landau pole problems in the salar setor and would provide a nearly �at potential with twoalmost degenerate minima at the eletroweak and Plank sales.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510150300271. INTRODUCTIONSalar theory, unless it is free, su�ers from two se-vere problems: the Mosow zero (Landau pole) prob-lem [1℄, well established in lattie alulations [2℄ andonstrutive �eld theory [3℄, and the hierarhy problem.This ould ast a dark shadow on the Standard Model(SM), whih depends ruially on the salar Higgs �eld.The most popular ways to avoid them propose serious*E-mail: gorsky�itep.ru**E-mail: mironov�itep.ru; mironov�lpi.ru***E-mail: morozov�itep.ru****E-mail: tomaras�physis.uo.gr

modi�ations of the SM at the TeV regime, either byadding super-partners to known elementary partiles orby making some of them omposite, or both. However,inreasing attention is reeived reently by an alterna-tive paradigm [4�7℄, aording to whih there an beno new physis beyond the SM all the way up to oraround the Plank sale, that the above problems ofthe salar setor are red herrings, and that the appar-ent �ne-tuning of the Higgs potential is in fat an in-esapable onsequene of its distint form in a healthyfundamental theory de�ned at Plank energies.The main arguments in favor of this senario arebased on the very speial values of the Higgs andtop-quark masses mH and mT , or, equivalently, of399



A. Gorsky, A. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015the low-energy values of the salar self-oupling �(0),most relevant to our disussion, the three gauge ou-plings g(0) � (g1(0); g2(0); g3(0)), and the top Yukawaoupling onstant y(0), whih in the onventional ap-proahes are onsidered �aidental oinidenes�, whilein the alternative one, very important evidene. Spei-�ally, this �senario� builds upon the following experi-mental fats and aims at providing alternative resolu-tions of the orresponding puzzles:Fat 1: The values �(0), g(0), y(0) are �ne-tunedsuh that at the Plank sale, i. e., for t = log�2 �� (0:5�1) logMPl, we simultaneously have_�(MPl) = 0;�(MPl) = 0: (1)Puzzle 1: This seems to suggest that Nature startedat the Plank level at a very distinguished point, where� is stable and vanishing (free salar theory), and af-ter that the RG evolution, mainly due to the evolutionof the gauge ouplings, whih were not stable at MPl,brought the salar �eld to its present state with a veryonrete potential.Reverting the statement, is the ��4 setor of thestandard model �ne-tuned to be �asymptotially se-ure�, instead of exhibiting unhealthy Landau pole be-havior?Fat 2 (perhaps, related to 1): Aording to [8, 9℄:it seems that the values �(0), g(0), y(0) are �ne-tunedsuh that the e�etive potential for the salar �eld, inaddition to the SM Higgs vauum expetation valueh�i = v, has another loal minimum at h�i �MPl andnearly degenerate with the standard one. Perhaps, ourminimum at v is even slightly metastable, sine the SMparameters may be lying in a very narrow metastabilityregion.Puzzle 2: Does this form of the e�etive potential,whih seems quite speial, suggest something impor-tant about the fundamental theory of Nature, or is itjust a oinidene?Fats 3 & 4 (two relations): It is an experimen-tal fat that the Higgs mass, the top-quark mass, andv satisfy the relations4m2H = 2m2T = v2 (2)with miraulous auray, i. e., there seems to be a learonspiray between the Higgs, the top-quark, and theW/Z-boson masses. More preisely,p2mTv = 0:9956� 0:0044;p2mHmT = 1:0252� 0:0073: (3)

These are the pole (hene, not running) masses, and theHiggs �eld vauum expetation value is de�ned fromthe value of the Fermi onstant:mH = 125:66� 0:34 GeV ;mT = 173:34� 0:76 GeV ;v = 121=4pGF = 246:21817� 0:00006 GeV: (4)Using (4), we obtain the Yukawa (y) and Higgs self-o-uplings (�) as y = 1 �mT = vp2� ;� = 18 �mH = v2� : (5)Puzzles 3 & 4: Is it possible that these speial valuesof the ouplings and the orresponding mass relationspoint to some hidden symmetry underlying the SM,whih should further enhane a onformal-like symme-try at the Plank sale, as is strongly suggested by (1)?What this symmetry ould be? Have we ever before en-ountered a similar situation? We point out in Se. 4that suh relations are reminisent of the Argyres�Douglas point known to exist in ertain theories withenhaned symmetry. In that ontext, suh mass rela-tions are onsequenes of the symmetries of the theoryand should be stable under the RG �ow. In this on-netion, the following is a very welome additional fat.Fat 5: The di�erene � = j 18y2��j < 0:05 remainssmall all along the RG-evolution region, and hene theArgyres�Douglas-like relation is RG-stable with rela-tively satisfatory auray.Puzzle 5: However, this statement is sensitive tothe exat value of the top-quark mass (whih is so farobtained with good auray only by ombining the re-sults of four ollaborations [10℄). Stability of the abovedi�erene is pronouned espeially well (see Fig. 3 be-low) if the parameters of the SM are hosen suh thatrelations (1) are exat, as is expeted in the ontext ofan alternative paradigm speulated here. Does this ad-justment atually take plae when improved by higher-loop orretions and more preise measurements?Assuming that it does, this hoie of the SM pa-rameters leads to another interesting bonus:Fat 6: For the values of the parameters of theStandard Model that lead to relations (1), the 1-loope�etive potential has a seond almost degenerate min-imum at a �eld value pratially equal to the Planksale (see Fig. 4 below).Puzzle 6: Thus, the Plank sale, whih is notpresent in the Lagrangian of the Standard Model, is400



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Is the Standard Model saved asymptotially : : :nevertheless hidden in the atual values of its parame-ters and the onjetured property (1) of the fundamen-tal theory at MPl.All these puzzling fats seem to imply that the pa-rameters of the Standard Model are not at all ai-dental. Instead, they may be fully determined by anassumption that the Standard Model is a low-energylimit of a very speial fundamental theory de�ned natu-rally at the Plank sale, whih is the next fundamentalthreshold in partile physis. Moreover, these relationsimply that there is some additional symmetry, whihunderlies the Standard Model and the deeper funda-mental theory. This symmetry should automatiallyprotet the vauum expetation value of the Higgs �eld(in order to protet relations like (5)) and, hene, solvethe hierarhy problem (in the spirit of [11, 12℄). Clearly,one ould not hope for more, but unfortunately, we an-not be more onrete at this stage.In the rest of this paper, we elaborate brie�y on theabove fats and speulate about the nature of a the-ory in the framework of the less onventional senarioskethed here.2. RG FLOW TO (OR FROM) A VERYSPECIAL UV POINT2.1. RG �ow in the Standard ModelIn Fig. 1, we plot the urves desribing the one-loop RG evolution of the �ve ouplings of the StandardModel (they are atually the same as those in [13, 14℄).Our notation and initial values of oupling onstantsoinide with those in [9℄. Nowadays, these resultsare enhaned to inlude two- and three-loop orre-tions [8, 9℄, but these only improve the level of the�ne-tuning apparent already at one loop.We an therefore see that the atual values of �(0)and y(0) in partiular are suh that there is a regionwith properties (1) at approximately log10 � � 8:3.With a three-loop auray [8, 9℄ it is shifted onlyslightly to log10 � � 8:5, with the value of �(MPl) evena bit loser to zero. This means that the one-loop ap-proximation is quite reliable and we an reover theStandard Model at low energies starting from the the-ory with this very speial property at the Plank sale.Shematially, the one-loop RG equations of the SMhave the well-known form (of the three gauge ouplings,only g3 � g is kept, being the most important one):
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Fig. 1. RG �ow of the oupling onstants in a one-loopapproximation as a funtion of lg � with the RG sale �expressed in GeV. Note the well-known fat of a g1, g2,and g3 �uni�ation� at around 1015 GeV. Note also thatthe asymptoti behavior of the Higgs self-oupling is ingood agreement with (1), given that the initial low-energy values used are the experimental entral valuesof the ouplingsddt g2 = ��g4;ddt y2 = �y4 � g2y2;ddt � = �(a�+ by2 � g2)� �y4 + �g4: (6)Two remarks are in order about these equations:First, the signs of the various terms of the �-funtions are, of ourse, not aidental, re�eting basiproperties of the SM, e. g.,� > 0 : asymptoti freedom�= > 0 : attration/repulsionin salar/vetor exhangea > 0 : Landau pole for the salarself-oupling� > 0 : Landau pole for the Yukawaoupling. (7)
However, � > 0 does not neessarily imply the exis-tene of a Landau pole in the Yukawa oupling. Sur-prisingly, this depends not only on the oe�ients ofthe di�erential equations but also on the initial values.Indeed, the �rst two equations do not depend on �, andtheir solution is1g2 = 1g20 + �t;1y2 = � � � 1g2 + C � 1g2�=� : (8)2 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 401



A. Gorsky, A. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015In pratie, =� > 1 and C is de�ned by the initialondition for the gauge and Yukawa ouplings. Thepresene or absene of the Landau pole in y(t) dependson the sign of C. Finally, we an now solve the thirdequation for � using the above solutions for g(t) andy(t) to omplete the RG �ows.Seond, we note that system (6) has a triangularproperty, allowing solutions to avoid haoti behaviorthat ould in priniple lead to onlusions very di�er-ent [15℄ from the one disussed here. Thus, this tri-angular struture of (6) in and of itself an serve asan argument in support of the idea that the above setof RG equations is very speial and enodes importantproperties of the SM.2.2. Asymptotially seure HiggsIf we want to �seure� the UV behavior of the salarsetor at the Plank sale in the way explained in theIntrodution, then at t = logM � logMPl we shouldrequire that � = 0 and _� = 01). This requirement �xesthe initial low-energy value �(0) of the Higgs self-oup-ling. Indeed, given the RG equation for �,_� = a�2 + �f(g; y) + h(g; y) (9)and the evolution laws g(t) and y(t), we an �ndthe sale � at whih � = 0 = _� from the equationh�g(�); y(�)� = 0, and then use (9) to solve for �(t)with �(�) = 0 : This gives the asymptotially seure�ne-tuned value for �(0) at low energies. The fat thatthis proedure, when applied to the full one-loop RGequations of the SM, gives � �MPl and for �(0) almostpreisely the measured value of the Higgs oupling atthe TeV sale (within the experimental error bar of onestandard deviation) annot in our opinion be onsid-ered plain oinidene.3. EFFECTIVE POTENTIALThe running oupling �(t) is also relevant to theomputation of the (RG-improved) Coleman�Weinberge�etive potential [17℄ for �. At one loop, this e�etivepotential is just2) Veff (�) = �(�)�4: (10)1) We all this situation asymptotially seure and not �asymp-totially safe�, beause the latter usually refers to a nontrivial�xed point, while in our ase the oupling is supposed to vanish.An example of the asymptotially safe Higgs theory an be foundin [16℄.2) For large values of � and with the quadrati divergenes�ne-tuned away, this is a very good approximation of the SMone-loop e�etive potential.
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Fig. 2. The RG �ow of the self-oupling �(�) in one-loop approximation as a funtion of lg � with the RGsale � expressed in GeV. The �ideal� value of y(mT )that leads to relations (1) were used. The Plank saleis obtained automatially as the �touhing point� of theurve to the absissa axis. It is also instrutive to lookat the auray of the �ne-tuning of �(�) and y(�),needed to �t that speial point, at higher energies, seeFig. 3Normally, the zero of the beta-funtion of � meansnothing speial for the e�etive potential. However,things are very di�erent at a point like (1), sine Veffin (10) has a minimum at that point. Furthermore,this minimum is espeially spetaular, beause it o-urs at large � � � � MPl, where the lassial poten-tial �(0)�4 is extremely large. This simple observationhas reently been strengthened by a detailed analysisof the Standard Model [8, 9℄, whih takes higher-looporretions into aount.We �rst onsider the possibility that the values of�(0) and y(0) are suh that relations (1) are satis�edexatly. With these parameters, the self-oupling � be-haves as in Fig. 2, and the shape of the e�etive poten-tial implied by the Standard Model is shown in Fig. 4.We note that � touhes zero just at the Plank sale, asdoes the e�etive potential, and hene its seond mini-mum is also at the Plank sale3). Still, this is not theresult of a areful �ne tuning. It is obtained simply byhoosing the ratio of the Higgs-to-top masses suh that�(t) just touhes the horizontal axis and with the otherSM parameters (e. g., the gauge ouplings) taken fromexperiment. To within one standard deviation, the val-ues of these masses satisfy this requirement, i. e., lead to3) This position of the minimum is, however, gauge dependent(see Ref. [18℄).402
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Fig. 4. The improved one-loop e�etive potential forthe value of y(mY ) that leads to relations (1) (seeFig. 2), as a funtion of lg � with the �eld � expressedin GeV. Note that, when the small unertainty of theStandard Model parameters is �xed suh that (1) aresatis�ed exatly, the seond minimum of the potentialis loated at the Plank sale. This illustrates Fat 6 ofthe Introdution. Note also that the potential barrier israther low, being seven orders of magnitude lower thanits natural value M4Pl�(t) whih touhes the axis, and miraulously, give theextra bonus that the �touhing point� is obtained auto-matially at the Plank sale. To summarize, it seemsthat within one standard deviation, the parameters ofthe SM are suh that relations (1) are satis�ed andthe speial behavior of �(t) and Veff (�) given above is

obtained, with the Plank sale arising automatially.The Standard Model minimum, whih is very loseto the origin, is very shallow ompared with the heightof the barrier in Fig. 4. The loation of the seond min-imum depends strongly on the parameters of the Stan-dard Model. For the entral values of the experimentalSM parameters, the seond minimum is deeper than theSM one, and may be loated at energies even somewhatlarger than the Plank mass. However, the barrier is stillhigh enough to guarantee that the metastable StandardModel vauum has a lifetime muh longer than the ageof the Universe [8; 19℄.Furthermore, the �atness of the potential in Fig. 4,the barrier of whih is about seven orders of magni-tude lower than its �natural� saleM4Pl, �ts niely withthe slow-roll requirement (V 00(�)=V (�) � M�2Pl andV 0(�)=V (�) � M�1Pl [20℄) of salar �elds in in�ationmodels and has inspired several authors to investigatethe possibility that the Higgs itself plays the role ofthe in�aton in suh models [21℄. More reently, thispossibility was studied, e. g., in [22℄ and [23℄.Finally, it should be pointed out here that the formof potential (10) restrited to the salar setor is to theleading order idential to the one obtained by Migdaland Shifman in [24, 25℄ in desribing the low-energy dy-namis of the dilaton �eld, a Goldstone-like �eld thatarises as a onsequene of the spontaneous breaking ofonformal invariane in pure gluodynamis. The e�e-tive Lagrangian of the dilaton with this potential wasonstruted on general grounds and is exatly the onethat guarantees the validity of the orresponding Wardidentities. Furthermore, an analysis within the Stan-dard Model of the Higgs partile as a dilaton has beenperformed in [26℄.4. ARGYRES�DOUGLAS POINTS WITHENHANCED SYMMETRYIf one asks whether there is any known situationwhen a onformal symmetry emerges in some setor ofthe theory at a given ratio of salar/fermion masses, animmediate answer is the Argyres�Douglas point. Theexat situation there di�ers from the Standard Modelin many respets: the theory is supersymmetri (orig-inally, it was N = 2 SUSY, but atually N = 1 isenough; see, however, [27℄), the Higgs is hene in theadjoint representation, and it emerges in the infraredrather than in the ultraviolet region. Still, it illustratesthe main fat: the emergene of an extra symmetry inone setor of the theory at some energies an be relatedto mysterious numerial relations observed in another403 2*
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Fig. 5setor. Further studies an easily make the analogymuh stronger. Therefore, we brie�y reall that oldstory.4.1. AD point in SUSY hromodynamisThe low-energy setor of N = 2 SUSY theory is de-sribed by the Seiberg�Witten (SW) theory [28℄, whereeverything is enoded [29℄ in terms of a (0 + 1)-dimen-sional integrable system assoiated with a peuliar fa-mily of spetral urves �. In partiular, masses of theBPS states are given by periods of the SW di�erentiald� = p dq. Whenever a nonontratible yle on theRiemann surfae shrinks to zero, a BPS state beomesmassless. This happens at partiular points (hypersur-faes) in the moduli spae of SW urves, i. e., at speialvalues of the v.e.v. of the salar (adjoint Higgs) �eld.At suh points, there is in general a singularity in themoduli spae but no additional symmetry.At Argyres�Douglas (AD) points [30℄, two yles si-multaneously shrink to zero. At suh points of the mod-uli spae, pairs of massless BPS �elds appear, whihare mutually nonloal, and the Coulomb branh is de-sribed by a very interesting nontrivial onformal the-ory [31℄ (Fig. 5).Conrete formulas behind this desription in thesimplest possible ase, the SU(2) theory with one fun-damental matter hypermultiplet, are as follows:

The theory:N = 2 gauge supermultiplet ++ fundamental matter hypermultiplet:The family of urves:y2 = (x2�u)2��3(x�mT ); (11)where the parameter � is assoiated with �QCD, mTwith the mass of the fundamental hypermultiplet, andthe modulus of the urve u = hTr�2i is related to thevauum expetation v of the adjoint salar �eld (fromthe gauge supermultiplet) by the Seiberg�Witten theo-ry4). At large v, u = 1=2v2.The urve desribes the torus and is a Riemann sur-fae with four rami�ation points, i. e., two independentyles A and B. At the AD point in the moduli spae,u = 34�2;m2T = 34u; (12)the three of these rami�ation points merge, and thetwo yles degenerate. This leads to the simultane-ously emerging massless monopoles and harged statesfrom the hypermultiplet and a nontrivial superonfor-mal theory.We note that supersymmetry requires that the su-perpotentital be of the formmT ~		� 1p2 ~	�	+H.: (13)After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the two ompo-nents of the hypermultiplet have masses m� = mT �� v=p2. In order to have onformal invariane (i. e., amassless quark), we require thatmT = vp2 : (14)Thus, after breaking the symmetry, one of the hy-permultiplet omponents beomes massless, while theother aquires the mass 2mT , and this is a orollary ofsupersymmetry (unit Yukawa onstant) and onformalinvariane.4.2. Breaking SUSY from N = 2 to N = 1We an expliitly break N = 2 supersymmetry toN = 1 by adding a superpotentialW =Xk gk Tr�k + fermioni interations: (15)4) In terms of integrable systems, this model is [32℄ a degener-ation of the XXX spin hain at two sites, and u is the Hamilto-nian of the degenerated spin hain and v the ation variable. TheHamiltonian interpretation of the AD points has been disussedreently in [33℄.404



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Is the Standard Model saved asymptotially : : :In the SU(2) ase desribed above, the superpotentialontains the massive term of the adjoint salar �eldMTr�2 and fermioni interations.The singular points of the Coulomb moduli spaeupon the perturbation beome vaua in the N = 1 the-ory, where the AD point is the point where two vauaollide. It was shown in [34℄ that both the monopoleand harge ondensates vanish at this point, and thetheory remains superonformal even after the strongbreaking of N = 2 to N = 1. Therefore, physially,the ritial behavior at AD point orresponds to thedeon�nement phase transition.We note that the ondensates in this theory anbe expliitly desribed within the tehnique developedin [35, 36℄. At the AD point, they turn out to be relatedto parameters of the superpotential by simple relations.For instane, in the ase desribed above, v = p2mTand u = m2T + 3=16�2 (i. e., in the limit of large mT ,we still have v2 = 2u).The AD points and domains have been studied invarious examples in the SW theory, with di�erent �eldontents [30; 31; 35�37℄.5. RELATED IDEAS5.1. The multiritiality priniple by Froggattand NielsenPerhaps, the �rst who attempted to make a strongase against an intermediate energy sale betweenFermi and Plank sales on the basis of RG propertieswere Froggatt and Nielsen [4℄. They used earlier re-sults in [13℄, where the requirement of positivity of thesalar potential led to onstraints on the Higgs mass.Instead, Froggatt and Nielsen demanded that the min-ima of the salar potential be exatly degenerate andpredited the orret value of the Higgs mass, seventeenyears before it was �nally announed at CERN [38℄.To justify from �rst priniples why Nature hoosesthis degeneray, it was noted in [4℄ that if in a mul-tiphase thermodynami system extensive parameters(like energy, the number of partiles, and volume) are�xed instead of intensive ones (like temperature, hem-ial potential, and pressure), the system is automat-ially driven to the multiritial (say, triple) point,where all the phases oexist in thermodynami equilib-rium, and hene the intensive parameters are also �xed.Taking the multiverse for the system and the shape ofthe e�etive potential for intensive parameters makesthe �multiritiality priniple� (that the possible vauaof the e�etive potential should be degenerate) some-how justi�ed and, perhaps, even attrative. It di�ers

signi�antly from the anthropi priniple [39℄, sine itrelies on ordinary fundamental physis without a poste-riori assumptions like the existene of galaxies, planets,life, and onsiousness.5.2. Models with t-quark ondensatesA well-known senario in whih the masses of theHiggs boson and the top quark are related is basedon the Nambu�Jona-Lasinio original ideas and is de-sribed in [40, 41℄. A four-fermi on interation is addedto the SM ation and the top-quark ondensate is as-sumed to form, with the harateristi ompositenesssale � � 1015�1019 GeV. The Higgs boson emergesas a salar exitation over the ondensate and the top-quark mass turns out to be around mT � 200 GeV.Finally, the masses of the salar (Higgs) exitation andthe top quark are shown to satisfy simple relations, likethe so-alled Nambu relation mH = 2mT , whih, how-ever, are model dependent.The two basi features of this senario that makeontat with our disussion are: (i) the huge di�erenebetween the partile masses mH , mT and the ompos-iteness sale �, whih implies that the theory is �al-most onformal�, a feature shared by the N = 1 modeldisussed in Se. 4 near the AD point; (ii) the initialondition used in [40℄ for the renormalization group atthe ompositeness sale � is the vanishing of the salarself-oupling, whih orresponds to one of the two on-ditions in (1).5.3. Asymptotially safe gravityThe idea of asymptotially safe theories, put for-ward by Weinberg [42℄, has not so far attrated theattention it deserves, with the exeption of asymptoti-ally safe gravity, whih is relatively well studied pri-marily by Reuter [43℄.This is a radial idea with today's standards, sineit admits that there is no new physis beyond the Stan-dard Model even at the Plank sale or above it5). Insuh a ontext, it is natural to unify the ideas of anasymptotially seure Higgs and asymptotially safegravity, as was strongly advoated in [44℄.5.4. Brane interpretationLike any Yang�Mills theory, the Standard Modelan be embedded in various brane bakgrounds, and5) If strings do not show up there, there is no obstale to go tohigher sales, only in string theory the regions above and belowPlank mass are dual to eah other.405



A. Gorsky, A. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015it is interesting to disuss their properties from theperspetive of this paper. In a brane piture, all on-densates and other moduli are interpreted as distanesand �uxes in extra dimensions. One ould speulatethat the remarkable �numerial oinidenes� desribedin the Introdution are needed for the stability of thewhole brane on�guration in a wide range of energiesor, equivalently, values of the radial RG oordinate.The approximate ��atness� of the Higgs potential ouldimply that the brane on�guration is nearly BPS, sinethe �atness of the potential requires anelation of theinteration between the orresponding branes.Another possible soure of relations between para-meters is the mathing of theories on the ��avor� and�olor� branes. The theories on these branes are essen-tially di�erent (for example, one is Abelian in the aseof one �avor, while the other is not), but all physialphenomena should be equally well desribed in terms ofboth branes. The familiar example of this phenomenonis the equivalent desription of onventional QCD as atheory on the �avor branes (hiral Lagrangian) or asa theory on the olor branes (QCD Lagrangian). An-other example is the 2d=4d orrespondene, where the4d physis an be equivalently desribed by the 2d theo-ry on the non-Abelian string. An interesting kind ofmathing ondition is provided by the deoupling of aheavy �avor. The onformal anomaly implies that theondensate of the fermion �eld disappears as its massinreases: mh~		i = hTrG2i. This relation turns outto be part of the stability ondition of the brane geom-etry [45℄ and holds in all QCD-related bakgrounds.If the Standard Model is indeed at the borderline ofmetastability, an interesting question is to understandwhat beomes unstable in the brane piture. In thewell-ontrolled supersymmetri ontext, the AD pointlies at the marginal stability line/surfae, where un-stable in the N = 2 ase are BPS partiles, but inthe N = 1 ase unstable are instead the extended ob-jets � domain walls [34℄. It is muh less lear whatwould happen when supersymmetry is ompletely bro-ken, but we an imagine that the metastability of theStandard Model vauum re�ets a metastability of the�olor brane� at an AD-like point in the parameterspae. 6. DISCUSSIONUsually, the biggest obstale to the idea that thereis no new physis in between the Fermi and Planksales is the hierarhy problem: one should explain whyquadrati divergenes do not generate a salar mass ofthe Plank size (see [46℄ for a reent disussion). To-

gether with the similar osmologial onstant problem,it learly implies that power divergenes should be ig-nored in the Standard Model. Moreover, even super-symmetry does not help, beause, being broken, it isnot su�ient to explain the smallness of the osmologi-al onstant. The idea of asymptoti safety also is notsu�ient, beause the fat that the theory is very niein the ultraviolet does not guarantee that unwantedontributions are not generated by the RG evolution.Power divergenes are automatially absent in dimen-sional regularization shemes, but it is unlear whetherthe possible existene of small extra dimensions ouldatually help. Whatever one thinks about this prob-lem, it is phenomenologially lear that quadrati di-vergenes have to be ignored in the Standard Model,and this is widely reognized in the literature: it su�esto mention that the RG-evolution plots in Refs. [13℄(the early ounterpart of our Fig. 1) and [8, 9℄ inludedevolution of the mass term, but only logarithmi orre-tions were taken into aount and onsidered relevantto the �real� physis.As for explanations, the hope may be that the �hid-den symmetry� re�eted in relations suh as (5) ouldprovide a new tool for the resolution of the hierarhyproblem, sine the symmetry would protet these re-lations, in partiular, leaving no room for quadratidivergenes. In fat, although not su�iently well ap-preiated, the idea that the apparent onformal symme-try of the Standard Model at the lassial level ouldforbid the generation of quadrati orretions at thequantum level has been disussed in the literature: itis best expressed in [11℄, where even a onrete quanti-zation sheme was suggested. This idea is also studiedin [24℄, whih we mentioned in Se. 3, or very reentlyin [47℄, and, in a ontext related to the neutrino massmehanism, in [48℄.We emphasize that these ideas reeive additionalsupport from our Fat 1. Usually, lassial onformalsymmetry of the Standard Model is broken softly bymass terms and seriously by (logarithmi) quantumorretions, giving rise to nonvanishing beta-funtions.Our Fat 1 implies that the only role of the beta-funtions is to drive the theory away from the UVpoint, but exatly there is the approximate onformalsymmetry atually enhaned: in the salar setor, thebeta-funtion vanishes and the interation also van-ishes. The theory looks even more onformal than oneould expet. And this is further supported by theextreme �atness of the e�etive potential (it is learfrom Fig. 4 that the height of the barrier is seven or-ders of magnitude lower than the naive M4Pl, while themass of the salar mode at the Plankian minimum is406



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Is the Standard Model saved asymptotially : : :instead higher by many orders of magnitude than thenaive MPl, and hene an atually be ignored), andall this is just an experimental fat following from thewell-established properties of the Standard Model itself(see also a disussion in [49℄), with no referene to anykind of �new physis�, to say nothing about quantumgravity and string theory (the Plank sale appears inFig. 4 just from the study of RG evolution of the Stan-dard Model itself(!)). The only assumption is to negletthe quadrati quantum orretions, but given not justthe lassial onformal symmetry of [11℄ but its furtherenhanement by (1) at the �starting point� in the ul-traviolet, we an hardly be surprised that they shouldbe negleted in an appropriate quantization sheme. Inour view, it is now a lear hallenge for string theory orwhatever is the UV ompletion of the Standard Modelto make suh a sheme natural.As we mentioned, one option within ordinary quan-tum �eld theory would be to look for a formulationwhere the Higgs salars are atually Goldstones ofspontaneously broken onformal symmetry, whih a-quire relatively small masses due to the expliit brea-king of this symmetry by beta-funtions, as implied bythe analogy with a similar situation in [24℄. However, inthis general review, we prefer not to speulate furtherabout partiular realizations of this option.7. CONCLUSIONInspired by the old works of Froggatt�Nielsen�Ta-kanishi [4, 5℄ on one side, and by the spetaular re-lations among the parameters of the Standard Modelon the other, we reviewed the evidene that the Stan-dard Model lies at a very speial point of the parameterspae. Namely, that it is onneted by RG evolutionto a theory with enhaned (onformal-like) symmetryat Plank energies, where it is supposed to be mixedwith quantum gravity and, perhaps, string theory. Iftrue, this implies the exiting possibility that the a-tual values of ouplings, whih may seem �ne-tunedat our energies, may just re�et the fat that we arelooking at the low-energy limit of a UV healthy theory,thus providing a kind of re�nement of the renormal-izability priniple. In other words, it is possible thatnot only the low-energy theory is neessarily a gaugetheory but also its salar setor should be very speial,just as a onsequene of being a low-energy e�etivetheory. This option, if atually realized, would resolvemany puzzles about the Standard Model at one.We also emphasized that the well-known interon-neted Fats 1 & 2 about the Standard Model areomplemented by Fats 3, 4 & 5. We mentioned that

these two seemingly unrelated properties � the exis-tene of an enhaned onformal-like symmetry at onesale (Fats 1 & 2) and remarkably speial numerialrelations at another (Fats 3 & 4), whih in additionlook RG stable (Fat 5) � may well be related witheah other. At least one example with similar proper-ties is already known: at the Argyres�Douglas point,onformal symmetry in the BPS setor emerges at thevery speial points in the original moduli spae of va-uum expetation values and ouplings. In the StandardModel, onformal symmetry (probably) emerges in theultraviolet and not in the infrared, but this is rather anadvantage, beause this explains why we should wishto adjust the parameters of the moduli spae to be atthis speial AD point.To summarize:� Problems of the Higgs setor (zero harge and hi-erarhy) ould be naturally resolved by treating it asa low-energy limit of an espeially nie theory at thePlank sale.� That theory an be at least onformal, or, per-haps, even superonformal invariant. This not onlyseems to math niely with expetations based onstring theory, but also looks phenomenologially mo-tivated by the atual features of the Standard Model.� As a dream-like senario, the Higgs setor ouldatually emerge as a Goldstone one, assoiated withspontaneous breaking of high-energy onformal invari-ane, and this ould solve both the hierarhy and theLandau pole problems.A. Mir. and A. Mor. would like to express theirgratitude to the ITCP (formerly Institute of PlasmaPhysis) of the University of Crete for its hospital-ity and T. N. T. wishes to thank the LPTENS forits hospitality during the late stages of this work.We are indebted to M. Voloshin for valuable disus-sions. Our work is partly supported by the grant NSh-1500.2014.2 (A. Mir. and A. Mor.), by the RFBRgrants 13-02-00457 (A. Mir.), 13-02-00478 (A. Mor.),12-02-00284 (A. G.), by joint grants 13-02-91371-ST,14-01-92691-Ind, by the Brazil National Counsel of Si-enti� and Tehnologial Development (A. Mor.) andby PICS-12-02-91052 (A. G.). The work of T. N. T. wassupported in part by European Union's Seventh Frame-work Programme under the EU program �Thales� MIS375734 and the FP7-REGPOT-2012-2013-1 no 316165and was also o-�naned by the European Union (Eu-ropean Soial Fund, ESF) and Greek national fundsthrough the Operational Program �Eduation and Life-long Learning� of the National Strategi RefereneFramework (NSRF) under the �ARISTEIA� Ation.407
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